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ABSTRACT
This demo presents QARTA; an open-source full-fledged system
for highly accurate and scalable map services. QARTA employs
machine learning techniques to: (a) construct its own highly ac-
curate map in terms of both map topology and edge weights, and
(b) calibrate its query answers based on contextual information,
including transportation modality, underlying algorithm, and time
of day/week. The demo is based on actual deployment of QARTA in
all Taxis in the State of Qatar and in the third-largest food delivery
company in the country, and receiving hundreds of thousands of
daily API calls with a real-time response time. Audience will be
able to interact with the demo through various scenarios that show
QARTA map and query accuracy as well as internals of QARTA.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Maps services, e.g., routing, shortest path finding and travel time
estimation have been ubiquitous in widely used applications. Ex-
amples including ride-sharing (e.g., Uber and Lyft), food delivery
(e.g., Uber Eats and Doordash), and last-mile delivery (e.g., Amazon,
UPS, and FedEx). This results in several popular commercial (e.g.,
Google Maps, Bing Maps, Waze) and open-source (e.g., OSRM [6])
map services as an infrastructure support for such important appli-
cations. Unfortunately, there is an apparent accuracy gap between
commercial and open-source map services, making it very hard
to rely on open-source map services for important applications.
The reason is that map services (e.g., shortest path queries) rely on
three important components: (1) efficient shortest path algorithm,
(2) having access to accurate map topology, and (3) having access to
accurate traffic information. While open-source map services can
deploy the state-of-the-art shortest path algorithms (e.g., [7, 12, 13]),
and obtain accurate map topology from publicly available govern-
mental data, it falls short in terms of accurate traffic data. Such data
is usually a proprietary of commercial map services, and key to
their accuracy. So, no matter how efficient an algorithm is, if the
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underlying map has inaccurate traffic information, the result will
be inaccurate, which is the case with open-source map services.

This demos presents QARTA [5]; an open-source full-fledged
system that employs machine learning techniques to provide highly
accurate map services. QARTA fills in the gap of current open-
source map services by its ability to build its own accurate map, and
hence provide highly accurate map services. QARTA is currently
responding to hundreds of thousands of daily API calls coming from
its actual deployment in: (a) all Taxis in the State of Qatar (around 4K
vehicles), and (b) a food delivery company (around 3K motorbikes).
In both cases, QARTA has successfully replaced commercial map
services that were in use for a long time. QARTA was triggered
by a real need from the Taxi and delivery companies that not only
the commercial service is expensive, but more importantly, it is
outdated in both the topology and trafficmetadata. The main reason
for having such stale maps is that the underlying map is rapidly
changing due to major country-wide constructions preparing for
FIFA 2022 world cup [1].

QARTA builds a machine learning pipeline [8] to: (1) construct
its own highly accurate map in terms of both map topology and
edge weights, and (2) to calibrate its query answers based on con-
textual information, including transportation modality, underlying
algorithm, and time of day/week. In terms of map construction,
QARTA utilizes machine learning techniques to: (a) learn accurate
edge weights, where each road network edge is annotated by a set
of 168 edge weights corresponding to hours of the week. An edge
weight is an indication of the time needed to travel through the
edge at a certain hour of the week. Inaccurate edge weights will
result in inaccurate route recommendation. (b) learn when to trust
incoming GPS traces and uses it to update the map topology and
when to trust the underlying topology and match GPS traces over
it, and (c) learn road metadata, including maximum speed, number
of lanes, road directions, and road type.

In terms of query calibration, QARTA continuously monitors
the quality of its traffic model to understand the error margins
of all deployed algorithms, and then use it to calibrate the query
results. In particular, we build a model that maps each trip feature
vector to its error margin. We then use this model to calibrate the
query answers for shortest path, 𝑘-NN, and range queries. QARTA
maintains different models for different transportation modalities
(vehicles and motorbikes) and for different underlying algorithms.
Experimental evaluation of QARTA, based on real data and actual
deployment in all Taxis in the State of Qatar and in a food delivery
company, shows that QARTA has significantly higher accuracy than
currently available open-source solutions, and has a comparable to
slightly better performance than commercial map services.
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Figure 1: QARTA Architecture

This demo shows QARTA in action. Conference audience will
be able to see QARTA receiving live traffic requests and respond
to them in real time. Audience will be able to see QARTA map
for the city of Doha, Qatar, annotated with edge weights, com-
puted by QARTA machine learning techniques for anytime in the
future. To have the demo more interactive, audience will be able to
do a live performance comparison between QARTA and commer-
cial and open-source map services. To understand the internals of
QARTA, audience will be able to enable/disable various components
of QARTA, which will show the impact of each component.

2 QARTA ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 depicts the map-centric QARTA system architecture, com-
posed of three layers, Data layer, Map Making layer, and Query
Calibration layer. The main input to QARTA is various sorts of
datasets that goes to the Data Layer, which processes and stores
the input. TheMap Making layer uses this data to build its own rich
map including map topology, edge weights, edge metadata, and
points of interest (PoIs). The Query Calibration layer receives input
queries (e.g., shortest path, 𝑘-nearest-neighbor and range queries)
from the user, answer them using the map built by theMap Making
layer, and calibrate the answer using a built-in model based on
input ground truth data obtained from the Data Layer.

QARTA completely separates map construction from query pro-
cessing, where updating or constructing the map is a background
process that does not affect the query response time. Map con-
struction digests input live GPS traces through a light process that
continuously and accurately updates the map. Meanwhile, query
calibration relies on models built offline. Hence, it does not put
any overhead on the underlying query processing, making QARTA
response time as real time and scalable as the underlying query
processor. A resilient feature of QARTA is that it does not come
up with new query processing or indexing techniques. Instead,
QARTA significantly boosts the accuracy of existing techniques
by feeding them with an accurate map, and calibrating their an-
swers. In particular, the gray modules in each layer of Figure 1 are

those that QARTA has identified as critical to significantly boost
the accuracy of map services. For other modules, QARTA mainly
uses off-the-shelf solutions. This makes QARTA a favored choice
for researchers, developers, and practitioners to use as a vehicle
for their new efficient query processing and indexing techniques,
without worrying about the result accuracy.

3 DATA LAYER
The data layer is responsible for data digestion and collection efforts
while laying out the storage infrastructure for all data. Some of
QARTA input data are straightforward in terms of richness and
cleanness, e.g., official maps obtained from governmental websites.
For such data, we just store it using off-the-shelf spatial data ware-
housing and indexing. Meanwhile, a major part of QARTA input is
noisy for various reasons, e.g., inaccurate GPS readings, missing
data, or misinterpreted data. QARTA forwards such data to its Data
Wrangling module that produces a cleaned version. For parts of
the map, where there is data shortage, we employ a Data Crawling
module to fill in the gaps.
Data Wrangling. QARTA employs its own rule-based data wran-
gling module that addresses specific trajectory problems that came
out from its actual deployment. Examples of such problems and
rules include: (1) discovering trajectories with non-traffic related
stops, and eliminating the parts of such stops, (2) discovering and
eliminating outlier trajectory points that could be a result of erro-
neous GPS readings, (3) discovering cases where there is missing
GPS reading, and split trajectories accordingly.
Data Crawling. QARTA crawls several governmental and open-
access sites to enrich its repository of maps and PoIs, which is
a straightforward development process. For trajectories and trip
information, QARTA continuously collects them through its real
deployment. However, in cases where QARTA is newly deployed
or there is a shortage of trips, we may acquire traffic information
either from UBER-movement-like platforms [11] or explicitly from
commercial services through API calls. For commercial services,
it is crucial to optimize the number of API calls to accommodate
low-budget enterprises. Hence, QARTA employs several rules to
maximize the benefit and coverage of a certain number of API calls.

4 MAP MAKING LAYER
TheMapMaking layer is responsible for building QARTAmap, with
its rich set of information including map topology (road network),
edge weights, road metadata, and points of interest. The layer al-
ready deploys off-the-shelf algorithms for map fusion [9], building
the map topology, and map matching. The layer is also equipped
with a map fusion module that merges map updates to an existing
map [9]. Since there is already a plethora of techniques for building
the map topology (e.g., [3]) and map matching (e.g., [2, 4]), we just
employ state-of-the-art of these techniques. Then, QARTA focuses
on the following three main modules:
Match or Make. Given a road network 𝑅 and GPS points 𝑃 , this
module decides on the part(s) of the map where 𝑅 would be con-
sidered more accurate than 𝑃 and vice versa. For parts where 𝑅 is
more accurate, we call map matching to match 𝑃 on 𝑅. For other
parts, we call map making to update 𝑅 based on 𝑃 . To do so, we
employ machine learning supervised learning to learn the features
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Figure 2: Demo Scenario 1: QARTA Dashboard

of accurate maps and points, then use it to classify parts of the map
and points that we are in doubt about their correctness.
Edge Weight Inference. Unlike the case of edge length and the
maximum speed, that are static road edges attributes, and can be
publicly available, accurate edge weights are usually considered
as proprietary information. This is the most crucial information
needed to give an accurate answer for shortest path queries, travel
estimation, range and 𝑘-nearet-neighbor queries. Given a road net-
work topology and a large number of QARTA historical trips, this
module finds 168 weights for each edge, as one value for each hour
of the week. We do so by employing machine learning techniques,
namely, the Constrained Ridge Regression analysis to find non-zero
edge weights that would minimize the error offset of each trip from
its actual travel time reported by Taxi trips.
Metadata Inference. Annotations (a.k.a metadata) constitute an
important component of maps. Several real-life applications, e.g.,
traffic modeling, driver behavior analysis, road safety, and telem-
atics heavily rely on map metadata such as the number of lanes,
maximum speed, directions, and road types (e.g., highway, service
road, bridge). Unfortunately, these annotations are very poor in
most cities around the world, especially in openly available maps.
QARTA frames metadata inference as a supervised learning prob-
lem, in which the task is to first find the best models that would
map road features to each metadata (e.g., road category), then, use
these models to predict the metadata values for each road segment.

5 QUERY CALIBRATION LAYER
The query calibration layer is responsible for responding to query
APIs from QARTA users, with a special focus on Estimated Time
of Arrival (ETA), which is crucial for several applications [10]. For
example, trip fares are decided based on their ETAs, scheduling
multiple trips and dispatching drivers to customers is based on their
ETAs from each other, finding PoIs that are 𝑘-NN or within a range
also depends on their ETAs from the reference point. The query
part of this layer includes off-the-shelf algorithms for shortest path,
range, and 𝑘-nearest neighbor queries. Meanwhile, the calibration

Figure 3: Demo Scenario 2: QARTA Map

part sets QARTA apart from other map services, where it aims to
understand the ETA error margins of all deployed algorithms, and
then use it to calibrate the results. In particular, we use machine
learning to build a model that maps the trip feature vector to its
ETA error. We then use this model to calibrate the query answers
for shortest path, 𝑘-NN, and range queries. The model building
produces a model M, which is used by the query operation to
adjust its result. Note that we maintain several models based on
transportation modality and underlying algorithm. For example,
we have a model for a fleet of vehicles, used by our Taxi company
partner, and another model for a fleet of motorbikes, used by the
food delivery company we are working with. It is important to have
this distinction, as they encounter different error distribution.

6 DEMO SCENARIO
This section shows several demo scenarios where the conference
audience can interact with QARTA to understand its operation
from points of view of both: (a) a user who just needs to query
QARTA, and (b) a developer who needs to understand the internals
of QARTA system. The demo will be based on QARTA server that is
actually in deployment, supporting all Taxis in Qatar (~4K vehicles)
and a food delivery company (~3K drivers). As of March 2021, our
QARTA server receives 235K API calls and 977K new GPS tracking
points per day for various business operations including routing,
ETA, driver dispatching, fare estimation, and tracking.

6.1 Demo Scenario 1: QARTA Dashboard
Figure 2 depicts the main dashboard of QARTA that runs 24/7,
where conference audience will be able to see the rate of incoming
data and queries received by QARTA from its two main customers
(Karwa vehicles and Rafeeq motorbikes). The dashboard shows the
map of Doha, Qatar, where taxis and motorbikes GPS points are
continuously received and plotted on the screen. The bottom panel
shows the rate of API queries received by QARTA from its two
partners. Color-coded donuts shapes on the corner show the ratio
of each query kind per customer.
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Figure 4: Demo Scenario 3: Query Accuracy

6.2 Demo Scenario 2: QARTA Map
In this scenario, audience will be able to navigate through QARTA
map, checking its rich information in three aspects: (1)Map topology.
Audience will be able to check the difference between QARTA map
and other commercial maps for certain parts of Doha, where the
map was recently updated, (2) Edge weights and metadata. Audience
will be able see the predicted traffic map for Doha for any hour in
the future. Figure 3 gives the query interface for this functionality,
where audience can specify a certain hour in the future using con-
trols on the top of the screen. A color-coded traffic map is shown in
which red segments indicate predicted high traffic. Hovering over
each road segment will show the edge weight (traffic speed) and
metadata (maximum speed, road type, number of lanes, and road
directions) computed by QARTA. Users can also see a fast forward
map where each hour takes only half a second frame showing the
traffic changes across the day.

6.3 Demo Scenario 3: Query Accuracy
Figure 4 gives the query interface of QARTA, where conference
audience can specify the query type as either routing, 𝑘-NN, or
range queries, and (a) compare the answer with Google Maps as an
example of a commercial map service and OSRM [6] as an exam-
ple of an open-source map service, and (b) disable/enable parts of
QARTA and see their effect on query accuracy. For example, users
will be able to disable QARTA map, and just run the calibration part
on top of an open-source map that is not traffic-aware. Also, users
can disable the calibration part, and just show QARTA answer with
high quality map. this will help the audience to understand more
of QARTA internals and the effect of each component.

For routing queries, users would click on the source and destina-
tion and specify a specific time. For 𝑘-NN and range queries, users
would need to click on a reference point and input a number 𝑘 or
a range distance as a query parameter. It will be interesting to see
that the answer is slightly different for each system, mainly as the
rank of the PoIs within the top-𝑘 list. We will show the reasoning
of this difference and how sensitive it is to map accuracy.

Figure 5: Demo Scenario 4: QARTA Internals

6.4 Demo Scenario 4: QARTA Internals
This scenario shows some of QARTA internals, where system ad-
ministrators can set up various QARTA parameters and monitor the
system accuracy. Figure 5 depicts the dashboard for such scenario.
A system administrator can set up how frequently QARTA map
should be updated (default 7 days), and how many models (edge
weights) are built for that period (default 168), and how many days
are included in the training data (default 30 days). The adminis-
trator can also set the query calibration parameters: frequency of
training the model, window of training data, and granularity of
temporal/spatial partitioning. The administrator can also monitor
the running accuracy of the queries and calibration models.
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